SOLAR END OF WARRANTY INSPECTIONS
MAXIMISING CONTRACT VALUE
Our client had purchased several solar farms but initial production figures
were not as high as anticipated. RES were concerned there was poor
management by the original EPC contractor so as part of the 24 month
end of warranty we carried out a detailed Final Acceptance Certification
(FAC) inspection. FAC tests which are a superficial one day visual check
are available but many potential costly issues will not be identified.
The inspection occurred over several weeks to diagnose the cause of
poor performance. Importantly, the test ensures the sites do not reach
their end of warranty period with issues which could cost millions to
rectify: issues which should be addressed by the original contractor or
manufacturer.
RES carried out detailed surveys on three large solar parks located in East
Anglia and the South West of England which have an installed capacity of
22 MWp, 25 MWp and 11 MWp. Designed and built by the same contractor,
they had varying degrees of similar faults.

Wind damage not rectified

Un-repaired manhole

AREAS INSPECTED
»» All electrical installations:
- DC & AC installation
- Inverters
- Substation and transformers
- Cabling
- Earth and surge protection
- HV switchgear

»» Support structures and solar panels
»» Access roads and civil infrastructure
»» Perimeter security and CCTV
»» Predicted and actual yield analysis

DESIGN ISSUES
We found evidence of poor design which allowed water ingress and
corrosion in the inverter/transformer substations, and the string
combiner boxes.
The substation cabling design was not installed to manufacturer’s
instructions and on one site insufficient space had been left between
panels to allow for the low angle of the sun, causing almost permanent
shading in winter – potential hotspots and loss of yield. Fewer panels
than consented had been built, causing a further loss of yield.

Detailed inspection
costs pay for themselves
– equating to only 1% of
the cost of issues found
– issues to be claimed
under warranty.

QUALITY OF CONSTRUCTION
Installation which was not in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions can cause damage and invalidates warranties. These issues
combine to reduce yield from the outset.
RES found rear damage on the very robust backing material – allowing
water ingress and suggesting severe mishandling during construction.
Mishandling will cause panel cracking, leading to increased failure.
Cracks in solar cells can cause losses of up to 50% yield in only 2-3 years.

Panel micro cracks

The support structure was also loose, without proper water drainage and
poor quality cable connectors, allowing water to corrode the seals and
electricity to leak.
A mix of panel specifications had been used, although they were from the
same manufacturer they will not perform together efficiently.
MAINTENANCE
Wind damage, resulting in several panels being blown down accounted
for several months down-time. This has been left unrepaired by the EPC
contactor. Security was compromised as fences were damaged and CCTV
was not working.

Connector remained immersed in water

Given the poor level of construction and maintenance already uncovered,
RES are in the process of undertaking thermographic inspections and on
site panel analysis to determine levels of degradation. This could identify
batches of panels with under warranty manufacturing faults like diode
failure and cracking.
GETTING THE VALUE FROM WARRANTIES
Upon completion of the inspection a Final Acceptance Certificate (FAC)
is issued by RES. Without this certificate the contractor cannot access
the millions lodged as bonds at the start of construction. Our rigorous
inspection provided clients with peace of mind. Using our expertise,
to ask the right questions, provided evidence to obtain redress. We
negotiated with and managed the original contractors and suppliers to
complete the required work on behalf of the owner ensuring they were
not faced with a very substantial cost and have assets which maintain
both their yield and resale value for longer.

Poor cabling and water ingress

Panel mishandling caused rear sheet damage

RES is the world’s largest independent renewable energy company active in onshore and offshore wind, solar, energy
storage and transmission and distribution. At the forefront of the industry for over 35 years, RES has delivered more
than 16 GW of renewable energy projects across the globe and supports an operational asset portfolio of 5 GW
worldwide for a large client base. Understanding the unique needs of corporate clients, RES has secured 1 GW of power
purchase agreements (PPAs) enabling access to energy at the lowest cost.
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